HAPPENING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Line up silently for procession
2. Silent Procession up the Red Steps, filling in like a choir, from top to bottom
3. Watch conductor downstage center, hands by your side
4. The screens show a 10 second B/W countdown; stand-by; hands up with lyric sheets
5. SING amidst the blue & white clouds of Yoko Ono’s IMAGINE PEACE
6. Exit the steps silently. Disperse.

IMAGINE - John Lennon

Imagine there's no heaven You may say I'm a dreamer
It's easy if you try But I'm not the only one
No hell below us I hope someday you'll join us
Above us only sky And the world will be as one
Imagine all the people Imagine no possessions
Living for today... I wonder if you can

Imagine there's no countries No need for greed or hunger
It isn't hard to do A brotherhood of man
Nothing to kill or die for Imagine all the people
And no religion too Sharing all the world...
Imagine all the people
Living life in peace...

You may say I'm a dreamer
But I'm not the only one
I hope someday you'll join us
And the world will live as one
CELEBRATE PEACE IN TIMES SQUARE ON 12.21.12

It's Time for Action, Action is Peace. Think Peace, Act Peace, Spread Peace, IMAGINE PEACE! Together we have the power to change the world. I LOVE YOU!! - Yoko Ono Lennon

Friday, December 21, 2012
Gather at the "Red Steps" at 11:45pm on Duffy Square, Broadway between 46th & 47th Streets
No RSVP Required

JOIN US! Come to Times Square on Friday, December 21st at 11:45pm to sing John Lennon's legendary song "Imagine" while Yoko Ono's film IMAGINE PEACE plays on Times Square's monumental billboards.

To join the happening, all are invited to meet at the "Red Steps" in Duffy Square, Broadway between 46th and 47th Streets, on Friday, December 21, at 11:45 p.m. Lead by Thomas McCargar, conductor and singer, and under the auspices of Make Music New York, those who have gathered will sing John Lennon's "Imagine" at the very moment IMAGINE PEACE lights up the Times Square billboards at 11:57 p.m. Participants-and those who cannot make it to Times Square-are encouraged to follow @TSqArts on Friday night and tweet photos, videos, and peace using the hashtag #imaginepeaceTSQ.

The happening is a collaboration between Yoko Ono, Times Square Arts (the public arts program of the Times Square Alliance), Art Production Fund, and Make Music New York. The event builds on the existing partnership of Times Square Arts and the Times Square Advertising Coalition in the nightly program of coordinated art on the digital screens, known as the Times Square Moment: A Digital Gallery.

Can't be in Times Square? Join the happening on line at: #imaginepeaceTSQ.


www.IMAGINEPEACE.com